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Steps

• Advocate makes application and executes

• Transferor and transferee verify transaction and executes

• The application is forwarded to the collector of stamp duty  or / then goes to valuation then 

back to the applicant to pay for stamp duty after  which it goes to registration department

• Investigating officer(I.O) receives the application, approves or rejects

• Registrar receives the application, can return to the I.O, approve, reject or cancel.

• When the registrar acts on the application, notification is sent to the parties involved.



Advocate Login

From the ardhisasa home page, the advocate will click on login in order to access the system



Advocate Login

The advocate will be required to input their username and password and on clicking continue, verify login via an OTP code that will be sent 

to their phone number



Advocate Login

The advocate inputs the generated OTP sent to their phone and clicks on login



Advocate Personal Account Dashboard

After a successful Login, the Advocate will be navigated to their account dashboard.



Advocate Switch to professional account

To initiate a transfer as an advocate one need to switch from private account to an advocate account

Click on the profile icon and from the drop down switch account to an advocate account



Advocate navigate to transfer applications

After switching the account the advocate will select transfer services from the dashboard



Advocate navigate to submit the application

The Advocate  will view various transfer processes on the platform and click on the Transfer of interest in Land (FORM LRA 33)



Initiating a transfer

The advocate will encounter a list view of previously applied transfer applications if any under the different tabs provided.

He/she will click on the “New Application” button to initiate a new application



Initiating transfer (FAQs)

He / She will view the frequently asked questions relating to Transfer of interest in land

After going through the FAQs he/she clicks on “next” button to proceed



Initiating transfer (Proprietorship details)

The advocate will fill in the proprietorship details of the parties involved 

He/she will need to have the ardhisasa Ids of the parties involved in the transaction



Initiating transfer (Proprietorship details)

The transferor and transferee’s ardhisasa I.D generates a query dialogue for the advocate to indicate the person to execute in the transfer 
application.



Initiating transfer (Transfer details)

The advocate will enter details of the transfer including the consideration amount, 

An ardhisasa Id of the pickup person is required 



Initiating transfer (Transfer details)

From the same tab (transfer details tab), the advocate will enter details of their law firm and any additional provisions.

The advocate has an option of adding additional provision that the transfer is subject to.



Initiating transfer (Transfer details)

The advocate will indicate the status of the land, choose the category of valuer to value their property and select whether to apply for 
exemption of stamp duty or not. 



Documents upload

Advocate uploads mandatory documents by clicking on “Choose file” button and selecting a file from their local machine

The advocate can upload additional documents to support the transfer



Confirmation of application details

Advocate verifies Transfer of interest in  land application form before submitting



Confirmation application submission

Advocate confirms submission of Transfer of interest in Land application



Submission confirmation message

The advocate receives successful submission confirmation message

All the parties involved in the transfer application will receive notification on their registered phone numbers



Advocate execution page

The advocate is expected to either accept or reject execution of the parties involved and on acceptance append their signature



Advocate accepts execution

The advocate is required to indicate whether they accept to represent the parties involved.

The have the option of accepting or rejecting representation.

If an advocate accepts or rejects the representation, the party affected will receive a notification on the same



Appending of signature

Advocate appends their signature on the provided signing pad and clicks on save button to save the signature 



The provided options for signing with another device requires the advocate to either: -

• Enter their email or phone number based on the option they choose. Follow the link that will be 
sent via sms or email, append their signature on the signing pad in the opened link and save it.

• Scan QR code in the case of “scan QR code” and follow the link that will be generated, append 
their signature on the signing pad in the opened link and save it.

• Copy link to clipboard, save it in a text document, open the link using a different device, append 
their signature on the signing pad in the opened link and save it.



Advocate signing options

The advocate can choose to sign off system by clicking on the “sign with another device” option



Advocate signing options

Advocate’s additional signing options from a different device: QR Code signing

Scan QR code and follow the link that will be generated, append their signature on the signing pad in the opened link and save it



Advocate signing options

Advocate’s additional signing options from a different device: Signing to an email address or phone number

Enter their email or phone number based on the option they choose. Follow the link that will be sent via sms or email, append their 
signature on the signing pad in the opened link and save it.



Transferor and Transferee will also need to verify the transfer of interest in land application from 
their individual ardhisasa accounts.

To do this, they will: -

• Individually login to the ardhisasa account

• Navigate to the transfer application

• View the application to verify and sign.



Verification by transfer parties

Transferor & Transferee navigates to the transfer on interest in land, under pending tab they will view the transfer application.
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Verification by transfer parties (OTP Verification)

Transferor & Transferee will require to verify the application by clicking on “Get OTP”

An OTP code will be send to their registered phone number, they key in the code and click on verify



Verification by transfer parties (Changing of advocates)

Transferor & Transferee can choose to add or change advocate representing them. The do so by clicking on “change” button, provide the 
ardhisasa Id for their proffered advocate and click on search. The advocate details will be provided and they confirm by clicking on “Change 
Advocate” button



Verification by transfer parties (signing) 

The parties involved appends their signature on the provided signing pad, additional signing options to sign with a different device are also 
provided.



Additional signing options

Transferor & Transferee’s additional signing options after clicking on “Sign with another device”



Additional signing options

Additional signing options from a different device: QR Code signing

Scan QR code and follow the link that will be generated, append their signature on the signing pad in the opened link and save it



Additional signing options

Additional signing options from a different device: Signing to an email address or phone number

Enter their email or phone number based on the option they choose. Follow the link that will be sent via sms or email, append their 
signature on the signing pad in the opened link and save it.



Surrender of title

Once all the involved parties have verified the transfer, the advocate will be required to submit the certificate of lease to the ministry as 

indicated in the status section



Surrender of title (booking of an appointment)

To book for an appointment, the advocate will click  on “My Appointments” and from the “Invitations” tab, The advocate will view the 

newly created invite to book for an appointment



Surrender of title (Booking of an appointment)

The advocate can initiate a conversation with a ministry official to be guided on the registry to go for the surrender



Surrender of title (Booking of an appointment)

The advocate will set the date and time for the appointment for the surrender of the title to the ministry 



Surrender of title (Booking of an appointment)

A successfully booked appointment will shift from the “Invitations” tab to the “Upcoming appointments” tab.



Stamp duty assessment

All parties wait for stamp duty assessment after surrender of title 



Stamp duty payment

Once stamp duty has been assessed, the parties involved, on viewing the application will be navigated to the stamp duty invoice .



Stamp duty payment

The party required to pay will follow the provided payment procedures while making payments. Invoice number will be used as mode of 

reference



Stamp duty payment

Successful payment notice will be generated once the applicant clicks on confirm after paying



Transfer application submission 

Successful payment of the generated stamp duty will activate the submit button.

Advocate submits the application by clicking on “Submit Request” action button.



Confirmation of submission 

Advocate confirms submission of the application by clicking on “Yes”



Completion 

Successful submission of the transfer application


